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COLLECTIVELY COMPACT SETS OF LINEAR
OPERATORS

P. M. ANSELONE AND T. W. PALMER

A set of linear operators from one normed linear space
to another is collectively compact if and only if the union of
the images of the unit ball has compact closure. This paper
concerns general properties of such sets. Several useful cri-
teria for sets of linear operators to be collectively compact
are given. In particular, every compact set of compact linear
operators is collectively compact. As a partial converse, every
collectively compact set of self adjoint or normal operators
on a Hubert space is totally bounded.

Let X and Y be real or complex normed linear spaces and [X, Y]
the space of bounded linear operators on X into Y. It is assumed that
[X, Y] has the norm topology except in Proposition 2.1(c), where a
strong closure appears.

Let £g denote the closed unit ball in X. Then 3ίT c [X, Y] is
collectively compact if and only if the set SΓ^ = {Kx: Ke J>Γ,
x e ^) has compact closure in Y. Collectively compact sets and their
applications to integral equations have been treated in a number of
papers [1-5, 7-9, 11-12]. Results obtained in this paper are used in
a sequel [6] which relates spectral properties of operators T and Γw,
n = 1, 2, . , such that Tn — T strongly and {Tn - T} is collectively
compact.

Frequently it will be necessary to show that a set in Y or [X, Y]
is compact. For this purpose, recall that a subset of a metric space
is compact if and only if it is closed and sequentially compact if and
only if it is complete and totally bounded (for each ε > 0 it has a
finite ε-net). An often useful fact is that a set is totally bounded
whenever it has a totally bounded ε-net for each ε > 0. The familiar
proposition that a continuous function from one topological space to
another maps compact sets onto compact sets will be used several
times. The following generalization of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem will
be needed.

LEMMA 1.1. Let g be an equicontinuous set of functions from
a compact metric space J3t~ into a metric space. For each p e 3ίΓ,
assume that the set %p — {f(p): f £ J%Γ} has compact closure. Then
the set gJΓ" = {f(p): f eg, pe <3f] has compact closure.

2. General properties of collectively compact sets* Collectively
compact sets of operators have a number of properties analogous to
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those of sets with compact closure in arbitrary normed linear spaces.
For example, any subset or scalar multiple of a collectively compact
set is collectively compact. Any finite union or sum of collectively
compact sets is collectively compact. A collectively compact set is
necessarily bounded.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let SΓa[X, Y] be collectively compact. Then
the following sets are collectively compact:

(a) The convex hull of Jf\
(b) The circled hull {XK: | λ | ^ 1, Ke ST} of
( c ) The strong closure ^%Γ* and norm closure ^ P of

(d) {ΣίU KKn: Kn e 3T, ΣSU \K\ ^ b) for each b > 0, N ^

Proof. Mazur's theorem [10, p. 416] yields (a). The circled hull

of a compact set in Y is compact since the map / defined by /(λ, y) = Xy

is continuous. This yields (b). Since ^T c J P S and Sϊ~sέ3 c
(c) is valid. Since 3ίΓ is bounded, the set in (d) belongs to the norm
closure of the convex circled hull of bS%~.

The next result involves integrals of operator valued functions.
Let Γ be a finite interval if X is real and a rectifiable arc if X is
complex. Suppose Ka(X) c [X, Y] for XeΓ and a in an index set A.

For each ae A assume that \ Ka(X)dX is the strong or norm limit of

the usual approximating sums,

PROPOSITION 2.2. With the foregoing notation, assume that {Ka(x):

a G A, XeΓ} is collectively compact. Then l\ Ka(X)dX: ae A> is col-

lectively compact.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.1(c), (d) and

Σ I λ i - \ -i 1 ̂  length (Γ) .
3 = 1

For the next proposition, let Z be another normed linear space.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let ST c [X, F], ^/S c [Z, X] and ^ r c [Γ, Z].

Then
(a) ^%^ collectively compact, Λ? bounded =» *f%Γ^/έ collectively

compact,
(b) J ^ collectively compact, J{r compact = > y Γ J Γ collectively

compact.
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Proof, (a) Suppose \\M\\ <r for all Me^/f. Then

c 3tr&

so J>f ̂ /S& is compact and 3ίΓ^-/ίf is collectively compact, (b) Define

a map / : Jϊr x 3tTέ% -+Z by f(N, y) = Λfy for Ne^F', y e JϊΓέ§.
Since ^//' and 5iΓ& are compact and / is continuous, its range, which

contains ^SίΓ^f, is compact. Thus Λ*5ϊί& is compact and Λ^SίΓ

is collectively compact.
A collectively compact set is a bounded set of compact operators.

The converse fails as can be seen by considering the set of one di-
mensional projections of norm one in any infinite dimensional Banach
space. However we have:

THEOREM 2.4. Every compact set S>ίί of compact operators in
[X, Y] is collectively compact.

Proof. Define maps fx:ST-*Yby fx(K) = Kx for K e _3Γ, xe&
and let g - {/.: x e . ^ } . Since \\fx(K, - K2) \\ ̂  || Kt - K21|, g is equi-

continuous. Since each KeJ%Γ is compact, the sets $K = K& are

compact. By hypothesis, Sίί is compact. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1,

%<f%Γ = S^f.^J is compact and 3ίΓ is collectively compact.

THEOREM 2.5. // Y is complete, then every totally bounded set
of compact operators in [X, Y] is collectively compact.

Proof. In this case, Jsf is a compact set of compact operators.

By Theorem 2.4, Sίί is collectively compact. Hence, J ^ is collective-

ly compact.

The converses of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 are false:

EXAMPLE 2.6. Let 3ίί be the set of operators on lp(l ^ p ^ oo)
defined by Knx — xnφlf n}>l. Since 5ίΓ& is bounded and one-
dimensional, J%Γ is collectively compact. But S>f is not totally bound-
ed, for || Km - Kn\\ = 2ιl» if m Φ n.

Partial converses of Theorem 2.5 are given in the next section.

3. Operators on a Hubert space. Throughout this section, let
X be a Hubert space. It will be shown that every collectively com-
pact set of self adjoint or normal operators in [X, X] is totally
bounded.

We begin by considering sets of projections. Let £f — {x: || x \\ — 1}
and, for each x e £f, let Ex be the self adjoint projection onto the
,subspace spanned by x.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let ^ c Sf and . / = {Ex: x e ^/}. (Thus, ^ can
be any set of self adjoint projections with one-dimensional ranges.)
The following statements are equivalent:

(a ) ^ is totally bounded;
(b) ^/S is totally bounded;
( c ) ^/? is collectively compact.

Proof. Since Exy = (y, x)x for yeX and xeS^, the map / :
£S-+[X, X] given by f(x) = Ex is continuous. Since ^/S
(a) implies (b). By Theorem 2.5, (b) implies (c). Since ^ c
(c) implies (a).

LEMMA 3.2. Le£ ̂ /Z be a collectively compact set of self adjoint
projections and Λ?' any subset consisting of mutually orthogonal pro-
jections. Then ^r?f is finite and there is an integer n, independent
of ^fίf', such that

Σ dim EX

Proof. Since ^f £f is totally bounded, it can be covered by a
finite number n of open balls of radius 1/2. If x, y e ^//'S? and x _L y
then \\x — y\\ = ~\/2,so that x and ̂ / lie in different balls. The lemma
follows.

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose X is a real Hilbert space and X is its

complexification defined in the usual way. For J%Γ cz[X, X], let

J%Γ c [X, X] be the set of canonical extensions of operators in 3ίΓ.

Then 5$Γ is collectively compact if and only if JϊϊΓ is collectively

compact.

Since the proof is straightforward, it is omitted.
We are now ready to establish the principal results of this section.

THEOREM 3.4. Let ^Γ be a set of self adjoint or normal com-
pact operators on a Hilbert space. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

( a ) J%Γ is collectively compact.
(b) JίT* = {K*: Ke^T) is collectively compact.
(c ) J%Γ is totally bounded.

Proof. Without loss of generality, X is complex. Assume

3ίΓ = {Ka: aeA}

collectively compact. Then every Ka is compact. For each aeA,
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the spectral theorem yields a decomposition

with the self adjoint projections Ean multually orthogonal and with
d i m ί ϊ ^ X ^ 1 (thus, the Xan are not necessarily distinct). Since
is bounded, there exists 6 < °o such that

For a € A and ε > 0, let

Naε = {n: \\an\^e},
^ = {Ean: aeA,ne Nas} ,

Λ α e = 2J ^ccnEan >
neNaε

j%T = {Kaε: aeA} .

Then KaEan = XanEan and, for n e Naε, Ean& = \~l

nKaEan^ c e~lKa&>
Therefore, ^ C ^ c e~ιJ3Γέ2? and ^ C is collectively compact. Bj
Lemma 3.1, ^/C is totally bounded. By Lemma 3.2, there exists n
such that, for each ae A, Naε contains no more than nε elements
Then J3ft is in the convex circled hull of b nε^/Sε, so <_%f is totally
bounded. Since \\Ka —Kaε\\ < ε for all aeA, j%7 is an ε-net foi

Therefore, JίΓ is totally bounded.
This result and Theorem 2.5 give:

collectively compact if and only if JΓ~ totally bounded .

Since || T* || = || Γ|| for all Te [X, X],

3f totally bounded if and only if J ^ * totally bounded .

The theorem follows.

THEOREM 3.5. Let 3Γ be a set of compact operators on a Hilber
space. Then J%Γ is totally bounded if and only if both SΓ and
are collectively compact.

Proof. As above, JΓ* totally bounded implies SΓ and J%Γ* col
lectively compact. Now assume 3Γ and 3f* collectively compact
Then the sets

& - {K + if*: Ke SΓ} , J? = {K - K*: KeST}

are collectively compact. By Theorem 3.4, & and ^ are totall;
bounded. Since 3ίΓ U ̂ Γ * c ( ^ + J^) U ( ^ - ^ ) , both SΓ an<

are totally bounded.
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For the collectively compact set J%Γ in Example 2.6 with p = 2,
it is easily verified that j?Γ* is not collectively compact. This also
follows from Theorem 3.5, since 3ίΓ is not totally bounded.
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